Directions to Ardochrig from Eaglesham
SatNav details for Ardochrig:
Nearest postcode:
Grid ref:

G75 0QN
NS638468

The following directions include a photo guide and map for making
your way to the Ardochrig entrance/activity meeting point at Whitelee
windfarm.

Please make your own way to Eaglesham and once getting to the town, follow the
directions provided here:

1.

1. From the crossroad in Eaglesham, go onto Cheapside Street,
B764 towards Jackton /
Hairmyres (East Kilbride) and travel
for 2km:

2.

2. On entering Jackton look for a
turning on the right immediately
alongside the first house on the left.
The road (Jackton Rd) is signposted
for Strathaven/Chapelton (cycle)
route:

3.

3. Continue on this country road for
approximately 3km passing
Newhouse, North and South
Craighall Farms. At the next junction
(to the left) continue straight on the
road, following the signs for
Strathaven/Chapelton:

4.

4. Continue on Jackton Road,
passing the Lindsayfield houses on
the left. (Please note the road
narrows here and can be busy with
walkers on the road so drive with
caution.) Eventually you will reach a
T-junction, turn right here towards
Strathaven/Chapelton (signposted):

5.

At the next junction, found 200 meters from the last corner, continue straight on past the turning
on the right, for approximately 1.4km.

6.

7.

6. Continue on this road (Burnhouse
Road), passing Shieldbrae then
Shieldburn, then Claddengreen and
Burnhouse. Not far past Burnhouse,
you will reach a T-junction where you
turn right—again for Strathaven/
Chapelton:

7. Approximately 50 meters after the
last turning, the road forks in two –
take the left hand fork onto Millwell
Road (signposted Chapelton /
Strathaven) and continue along:

8.

Approach Raahead Farm and pass it on the right. At the next junction next to Laigh Cleughearn
Farm, continue straight on along Millwell Road, passing the turning on the right

9.

9. Drive for approximately 2km,
passing a farm and machinery yard
on the left and continue along until
the next junction on the right, whereupon turn right onto Ardochrig Road:

10.

Continue on Ardochrig Road travelling uphill for 2.7km and go past Skeoch and at the cross
roads, continue straight on.

11.

11. Continue along Ardochrig Road,
climbing as you go. You will see
Whitelee forest in the distance and
on nearing, the windfarm substation
on the right hand side. Look for the
turning to the Ardochrig entrance at
the brow of the hill.
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